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ABSTRACT:
The fine and applied visual arts and perceptual psychology use conflicting accounts

of pictorial perception. In the arts, the human ability to perceive pictured objects is
characterized as learned, or conventionalized, like a “visual language” (Gombrich,
1960; Goodman, 1976; Kulvicki, 2010). In perceptual psychology, pictorial percep-
tion is characterized as an unlearned ability, where optical properties of light produced
by pictures, not conventions, make use of evolved capabilities to perceive surfaces and
edges in actual environments (J. J. Gibson, 1978; J.J. Gibson, 1971; Kennedy, 1974;
Lee et al., 1980; Juricevic et al., 2006; Hammad et al., 2008). The purpose of this
paper is to reconcile these competing claims through the use of a neurologically based
account. Here, Goodale et al.’s (2005) dual route hypothesis is used. It includes a role
for learning and memory in visual processing via the ventrally located “what/how”
stream, in addition to a role for visual processes that rely less on memory and learning,
via the dorsally located “what” stream.

This disagreement has more than academic implications. As graphic representa-
tions are increasingly used in information displays, particularly in IT and education,
a principled scientific account that could inform the design of graphics is increasingly
being called for (Ware, 2008; Ramadas, 2009; Moody, 2009). Applied information
designers are tasked with using representations to communicate both within and across
cultures, and within and across individual differences, that are not only culturally based
but perceptually based as well. To address these challenges, an integrated account is
proposed here because both accounts have explanatory power, but also limitations,
when either of the two accounts are ignored. For example, recognizing a line drawing
of a fruit-like object as Apple Corporation’s logo could be taken as a conventionalized
process. However, recognizing an outline drawing of a pictured object (e.g., a piece
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of fruit, such as an apple), has been shown to be less conventionalized, and possible
without prior learning (Hochberg & Brooks, 1962). This paper compares each account
as a path toward an integrated theory.

The first part of the claim made here is that the ventral “what/how” stream’s mem-
ory systems enable actual and depicted objects to be taken as symbolized information,
corresponding to the conventionalized account used in the arts. Visual processes of the
ventral stream produce and make use of traces (“memories”) from previously visually
processed objects to inform the selection of potential actions, such as a particular kind
of grasping action, (Goodale et al., 2005), using the same or similar memory systems
used for language (Martin et al., 2001).

Once a particular action is selected, so-called dorsal “where” processes of the hu-
man brain, which are “trapped in the moment,” and that appear to rely less on mem-
ories, direct the selected action in relation to target objects visually processed in real-
time (Goodale et al., 2005). Thus, the second part of the claim made here is that these
real-time visual processes correspond to the optical account from perceptual psychol-
ogy, where processing of actual and pictured features relies less on prior learning and
memory. Information processed in this way is referred to here as pictorial information.

This integrated account proposed here could more clearly explain the perceptual-
cognitive affordances of pictorial and symbolized information used in graphic displays
by not only including culturally specific similarities and differences heavily made use
of by designers trained in the arts, but also neurological phenomena that may transcend
cultures, and that have been heavily explored by the biological and cognitive neuro-
sciences.
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